A Lap of Monaco with Mark Webber
The Monte Carlo Grand Prix. It's a real street circuit, a massive challenge for the drivers and also there's
lots of big boats there. Monaco - 3.3km through the city centre, 78 laps, in all 260km. Five very short high
speed stretches, seven slow turns, no real chance for overtaking, top speed 286km.
Here we are at the Monte Carlo Formula One circuit in the Red Bull Racing simulator. Braking now down
towards Ste Devote, very, very tight corner, especially on the first lap of the race. Accelerating hard now up
the hill. Very, very steep climb up towards a very challenging part of the circuit - blind entry into Massanet.
Then into Casino Square which is a really rewarding part of the track to get right.
Accelerating hard out of there, very close to the wall on the exit. Braking down to Mirabeau which is very,
very tight. Bit cambered as well, and then we come down into first gear for Lowes corner which is very,
very tight. Accelerating out of there into the first right hander before we get into the tunnel. Very tight corner this one, and then the exit is very, very important to come out of there as clean as possible. One of the
fastest parts of the circuit now, through the tunnel, we accelerate out of there and braking very, very hard
into the Harbour Chicane. It's important to get a nice clean run over the kerbs. Accelerating away from
there nice and cleanly.
Into the Tabac left hander, very, very quick section of the track again now in terms of the corners. A sensational part of the circuit for the spectators to watch the cars. Into the second chicane at the harbour pool
swimming section. Accelerating hard now down into Rascasse which is incredibly tight, very, very easy to
get involved with the barriers there. Last corner, very, very tricky, accelerating hard away. And that's a full
lap of the Monte Carlo Grand Prix circuit.
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